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A B S T R A C T

The recent surge in the number of machines, appliances, and services connected to the Internet demands secure
processing and transmission of sensory data. Authentication plays a crucial role in a typical security model used in
the Internet of Things (IoT), and it protects data communications from various attacks, such as impersonation and
denial of service, by verifying and allowing legitimate users to access the IoT resources. However, recent
authentication literature has not addressed the need for developing a scalable and efficient authentication method
in this field. This paper proposes a secure and anonymous ticket-based authentication method for the IoT. The
proposed method protects the network from various security and privacy threats such as data alternation and
denial of service while also offering mutual authentication and sensor anonymity. Our security and performance
evaluations confirm the improvement.
1. Introduction

The number of mobile devices connected to the Internet is increasing
tremendously, necessitating seamless connectivity for wireless commu-
nication environments. As part of this network communication, Internet
of Things (IoT) technology provides a seamless connection to billions of
intelligent machines, objects, and sensors [1]. IoT was introduced in the
early 2000s by Kevin Ashton, a member of the MIT Auto-ID Center,
referring to the binding of information from the Radio Frequency Iden-
tifiers (RFIDs) to the Internet [2]. Shortly afterwards, the attention given
to the Internet of related objects by top IT organizations and governments
increased as they realized that this concept could be a major driver of
future economic development and sustainability. For example, the In-
ternational Telecommunication Union (ITU) published the “ITU Internet
Report 2005: Internet of Things (IoT)” and formally introduced the
concept of the IoT. Subsequently, the European Union issued a Com-
mission Communication on RFID to adopt this IoT concept inMarch 2007
[3].

The IoT links objects with Internet capabilities using the equipment
that can sense and exchange communication information to gain the
intellectualized ability to complete various tasks, such as identifying,
positioning, and monitoring [4]. It was estimated by Cisco that the IoT
would expand to approximately 50 billion units installed by 2020.
Several of its most critical applications would be in the areas of e-health,
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assisted living, enhanced learning, and home automation [5].
Currently, there are two unique trends for IoT development. First, the

smart dust movement, which promotes tiny and inexpensive devices that
include RFID chips [6,7]; second, the Web of Things (WoT), which in-
tends to link extra powerfully embedded devices with IoT using Web
protocols instead of using lower network layers communication [8]. This
study focuses on the field of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) that refers
to a particular IoT subset and reveals characteristics of both movements.
Fig. 1 illustrates the key concepts and technology behind the categorized
standards that represent the IoT.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses previous literature, and Section 3 explains the

details of the proposed method. Section 4 provides a security analysis,
and Section 5 offers a formal security analysis using Bur-
rows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic. Section 6 offers a complexity anal-
ysis, and Section 7 concludes the research.

2. Literature review

Combining this case's heterogeneity with the IoT's large-scale systems
will possibly increase the magnitude of current Internet security attacks
because it is currently used for interactions between humans, robots,
machines, and combinations thereof. Specifically, some conventional
security countermeasures and privacy controls cannot be directly applied
adayon), alireza.jolfaei@mq.edu.au (A. Jolfaei).
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Fig. 1. Convergence model of various IoT model perspectives [9].

Table 1
Notations of the proposed scheme.

Symbol Description

GWN Gateway
SN Sensor
x The AAA secret key
Ri Random number of entity (i)
IDSN Sensor identification
IDG Gateway identification
PWSN Sensor password
SKi�j entity(i) and entity(j) session key
ESKi�j ðMÞ M is encrypted by SKi�j

Ni Nonce of entity(i)
EK(M) M is encrypted by key, K
h(⋅) Hash function (one-way)
SGA Symmetric key shared with all nodes
k Concatenation
� XOR operation
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to IoT technology because of its computing power constraints [10]; the
large number of interlinked devices introduces scalability challenges.
Meanwhile, to gain full trust, valid sensor, security, trust, and privacy
models must be described in an IoT application context [11]. Data se-
curity, confidentiality, integrity, and anonymity must be guaranteed,
which requires authorization and authentication techniques [12,13].
Regarding privacy requirements, personal information and sensor data
must be protected, and confidentiality must be guaranteed because the
compromising of either could reveal sensitive information (e.g., sensor
habits) [14]. Trust is a basic aspect as the IoT environment is marked by
various devices that process and manage data in compliance with sensor
rights and requirements. Self-healing and adaptation have major roles in
IoT infrastructure, addressing standard and unanticipated changes in the
targeted environment. Along with traditional security methods, devices
also require built-in or embedded security systems installed for robust
prevention, detection, isolation, and diagnosis, as well as countermea-
sures for fighting successful breaches [15].

Security design starts with selecting the credentials that will be uti-
lized by IoT devices to achieve network access authorization and sub-
sequent application requests. Well-known industry standards include ID/
password pairs, SIM cards, and certificates [16]. Each of these cre-
dentialing options has benefits and drawbacks. For example, ID/pass-
word pairs are comparatively lightweight yet cannot be managed
practically in large amounts. Although beneficial, SIM cards can only be
applied to small group distribution due to the implementation cost.
Certificates offer dynamic and mature solutions for large-scale applica-
tions, yet vendors seeking certificate authority (CA) must incur addi-
tional costs.

Device selection can also determine the associated credential. While
ID/password pairs can be supplied by manufacturers to service providers
for device management, certificates allow service providers to overwrite
them [17]. In addition, devices that change service providers might need
a re-provisioning process that could also affect credential selection. For
instance, credentials based on ID/password pairs may not remain iden-
tical when a device is transferred to another provider in multi-provider
roaming IoT SIM cards. Agreeing on one credential type for all applica-
tions and devices is difficult for the industry [18].

The IoT is projected to face fragmentation just like the Internet,
making application profiling necessary to improve interoperability and
prevent such a possibility. Notably, discovering a secure service provider
and a service-specific supplier is extremely challenging. Device-initiated
and selection mechanism discoveries face insufficient human sensors and
a large number of devices with complex preconfigurations. Furthermore,
2

discoveries initiated by network and mechanism selection cause prob-
lems with ownership because devices on the IoT would have difficulty
becoming aware of their own accessible state by specific service pro-
viders. It is already difficult to manage one set of credentials; Considering
separate and applicable network access services, it is more difficult to
manage multiple credentials. Thus, it is tough to utilize similar creden-
tials for both kinds of access. Moreover, single sign-on methods have
been considered as extra optimization techniques. Devices using the IoT
are projected to become pervasive in daily living [10]. Sensor activity
requires close monitoring and reporting, without which human privacy
can be endangered. Such concerns make hiding device identifiers from
the elements and neighboring intermediaries crucial [14].

The literature indicates a need for a secure and anonymous IoT
authentication mechanism, which has prompted the authentication
method proposed by this research. Atzori et al. [5] surveyed related
challenges of the IoT paradigm and analyzed IoT's enabling technologies
as well as other middleware using an application perspective. Through
this, they discussed privacy, security, standardization, management, and
networking issues. They concluded that current technologies do not
cover the IoT scalability and efficiency requirement. Ref. [19] focused on
major research contexts (e.g., activity and project standardization as well
as affected areas) that included challenges in managing data privacy,
confidentiality, and trust in relation to IoT security needs. Ref. [20]
discussed the challenges of privacy and security issues based on a legis-
lative perspective specifically related to the directives given by the Eu-
ropean Commission. Ref. [21] discussed the Internet of Underwater
Things and provided direction for dealing with security issues such as
vulnerabilities to malicious attacks and self-protection. Ref. [22] exam-
ined distributed and centralized architectural benefits and drawbacks
from the perspective of IoT privacy and security, analyzing attack models
and threats. Ref. [9] offered an overall view of different IoT aspects
(including involved technologies, applications, and architectures) while
also discussing cloud platforms, energy consumption, security, service
quality, and data mining implications. The stated open challenges of this
study inspired us to propose a suitable authentication method for the IoT.
Finally, Ref. [3,23] focused on IoT trust management and authentication
in specific.

This study focuses on object authentication solutions for an IoT
environment. Some ideas were drawn from our previous study of Proxy
Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) networks [24]. The proposed method is based on
applying disposable ticketing during authentication. To achieve a high
level of security, gateway and IoT nodes are mutually authenticated.

3. Proposed scheme

The proposed authentication method is explained in this section. The
novelty of the proposed method is providing object anonymity via alias
ID introduction. Furthermore, using a lightweight hash function instead



Fig. 2. Initial registration phase.
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of the energy-consuming cryptographic algorithm will improve sensor
performance.

The scheme comprises three phases: initial sensor registration with
the authentication server, login, and authentication. We propose a
method called the Ticket-based Authentication Method for IoT (TAMI).
The notations of the TAMI scheme are defined in Table 1.

3.1. Assumptions

The following assumptions are used in the proposed method:

� Sensors (SNs) are not equipped with tamper-resistant smart cards;
therefore, attackers can access all stored data should a node be
captured.

� Gateway (GWN) is safe and secure.

3.2. Initial registration

In this phase, a sensor is registered on the authentication server (AAA)
for further communication. Fig. 2 illustrates the initial authentication
procedure.

3.3. Authentication phase

Themutual authentication between SN and GWN is initiated by SN. In
this phase, the authentication ticket for the sensor is generated by the
AAA, which can be used in other authentication procedures if SN roams
within the IoT network. This anonymous ticket contains information that
includes an expiry time and IoT node ID. Furthermore, mutual authen-
tication between IoT nodes and GWN is applied in TAMI to prevent a
bogus GWN attack [3]. The authentication procedure is as follows:
Fig. 3. TAMI lo
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1. SN → GWN: MS1
The SN is initially verified by a smart card by entering IDSN and PWSN

into the smart card. The smart card then initiates the following procedure
to check sensor authenticity:

a) h(IDSN k PWSN) b) P1 ← h(IDSN kPWSN) � P4 c) RSN ← P1 � P5 d)
RPWSN ← h(RSN k PWSN) e) P2 ¼ ? h(RPWSN) � P1

If IDSN and PWSN are valid, SN generates a random number, ai;Ni
U ¼

ai G mod n, and calculates SN alias ID, AIDSN ¼ IDSN � hðP1
��Ni

SNÞ to

preserve SN anonymity. In addition, it calculates EP1 ðhðP1
��Ni

SNÞ
��Ni

SNÞ,
and P3¼ P6� P1¼ P6� P5� RSN. Finally, it generates the message,MS1 :

ðAIDSN
��P3

��EP1 ðhðP1
��Ni

SNÞ
��Ni

SNÞÞ and sends it to the GWN.

2. GWN → AAA: ðMS1
��EP1 ðIDGWN

��Ni
GWN

��T1ÞÞ
The GWN decodes P3 ¼ ESGA(IDSNkx) using the shared key, SGA, to

obtain IDSN and secret x. Then, the GWN calculates P1 ¼ h(IDSNkx) to
decrypt EP1 ðhðP1

��Ni
SNÞ

��Ni
SNÞ and find SN nonce, Ni

SN . If the received

value hðP1
��Ni

SNÞ is equal to the value received by the GWN, the IoT SN is
authenticated. After the SN authentication process, the GWN proceeds to
calculate bi, Ni

GWN ¼ biG mod n. At the last step, GWN calculate
EP1 ðIDGWN

��Ni
GWN

��T1Þ, which is used as a message with time stamp T1.

Finally, the GWN sends MS1kEP1 ðIDGWN
��Ni

GWN

��T1Þ to AAA.

3. AAA → GWN: ðAM1
��EP1 ðAM2

��ciNi
SN

��T3
��TIK

��KTKÞÞ
The AAA computes P1 ¼ h(IDSNkx), then it decrypts

EP1 ðIDGWN
��Ni

GWN

��T1Þ using its key, P1, to obtain T1 and the GWN nonce.
Afterwards, it checks if the message is fresh by calculating T2 � T1⩽ΔT.
Then, it selects a random number, ci, to calculate ciNi

GWN ¼ cibiG mod n
and ciNi

SN ¼ ciaiG mod n, and decrypts MS1 using key P1 ¼ h(IDSNkx).
The AAA then calculates two values, AM1 ¼ hðIDAAAkxÞ � Ni

SN � ciNi
GWN ,

and AM2 ¼ hðIDAAAkxÞ � ciNi
SN � ciNi

GWN before issuing a ticket TIK ¼
EKTIK ðAIDSNkTEXÞ, where TEX is the ticket expiration time. Finally, AAA
sends the message, (AM1kEP1 ðAM2

��ciNi
SN

��T3
��TIK

��KTIKÞ, to the gateway
node, where T3 is time stamp.

4. GWN → SN: ðAM1

���ESKi
GWN�SN

ÞðAM2kTIKÞ)
The GWN node decrypts EP1 ðAM2

��ciNi
SN

��T3
��TIK

��KTIKÞ and checks
the freshness of the message T3. Then, the node calculates a session key
between the GWN and sensor, SKi

GWN�SN ¼ biciNi
SN ¼ biciaiG mod n, and

encrypts (AM2kTIK). Finally, it sends ðAM1

���ESKi
GWN�SN

ðAM2kTIKÞÞ to the

SN.
5. SN → GWN: ESKi

GWN�SN
ðTIKkT4Þ

The SN computes ðciNi
GWN ¼ hðIDAAAkxÞ�Ni

SN �AM1Þ, and then cal-
culates the session key, SKi

GWN�SN ¼ aiciNi
GWN ¼ aicibiG mod n, to obtain

TIK and AM2 by decrypting ESKi
GWN�SN

ðAM2kTIKÞ. At this point, the SN can
gin phase.



Fig. 4. Handover authentication phase of TAMI.
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mutually check the GWN authenticity by comparing the result of value
AM2 ¼ hðIDAAAkxÞ � ciNi

SN � ciNi
GWN to the received AM2; if both values

are equal, the GWN is a legitimate entity. Finally, the SN encrypts
(TIKkT4) using SKi

GWN�SN and sends it to the GWN.
The GWN decrypts ESKi

GWN�SN
ðTIKkT4Þ and checks the message fresh-

ness. At this point, the mutual authentication between the GWN and the
SN is completed and the SN is permitted to access the IoT network. The
authentication phase process is illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.4. Handover authentication

An SN can roam inside an IoT network and connect to any gateway.
During the handover from the previous gateway (pGWN) and new
gateway (nGWN), an SN should be authenticated again, using TIK as its
authenticity credentials. The session key between the SN and the pGWN,
SKi

GWN�SN is assumed to be transferred to the new gateway using a secure
channel. The handover procedure is as follows:

1. SN → nGWN: ESKi
SN�GWN

ðNiþ1
SN

��hðP1
��Niþ1

SN Þ��TIK��P3
��T4Þ

First, the SN generates its nonce, Niþ1
SN , and hðP1 �Niþ1

SN Þ. Then, using
session key SKi

SN�GWN , it encrypts ðNiþ1
SN �TIKÞ using stored ticket, TIK,

and sends ESKi
SN�GWN

ðNiþ1
SN

��hðP1 �Niþ1
SN Þ�TIK�P3 �T4Þ to the nGWN.

2. nGWN → AAA: EP1 ðTIK
��hðP1

��Ni
SNÞ

��Niþ1
nGWN

��T5Þ
The nGWN decrypts ESKi

SN�GWN
ðNiþ1

SN

��hðP1
��Niþ1

SN Þ��TIK��P3
��T4Þ to obtain
Fig. 5. Password change procedure.
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P3. Using the shared secret key, SGA, it decrypts P3 to find IDSN and value
x. Message freshness is then checked by calculating T5 � T4⩽ΔT. Using
the received SN nonce, Niþ1

SN , the nGWN calculates P1 ¼ h(IDSNkx) and
hðP1

��Ni
SNÞ; if the received value is equal to the value received by the

nGWN, the IoT SN is considered to be authenticated. Finally, the nGWN
sends EP1

�
TIK

��hðP1
��Ni

SN

��Niþ1
nGWN

��T5Þ to the AAA.

3. AAA → nGWN: EP1 ðTIK
��Niþ1

AAA

��P3
��T7Þ

The AAA computes P1 ¼ h(IDSNkx), then decrypts EP1 ðTIK
��hðP1

��Ni
SNÞ��Niþ1

nGWN

��T5Þ using its key, P1, to obtain nGWN nonce and TIK. Message
freshness is subsequently checked by calculating T6 � T5⩽ΔT. The AAA
proceeds to check the ticket expiry time, TEX, obtained by decrypting TIK
using the key, KTIK. If the ticket is still valid, the AAA sends back
EP1 ðTIK

��Niþ1
AAA

��P3
��T7Þ to nGWN.

4. nGWN → SN: EP1 ðTIK
��Niþ2

nGWN

��T9Þ
The nGWN decrypts EP1 ðTIK

��Niþ1
AAA

��P3
��T7Þ, and checks the message

freshness by calculating T8� T7⩽ΔT. Then, it decrypts P3 to find IDSN and
x, using these two values, it calculates P1. Finally, the nGWN encrypts
ðTIK��Niþ2

nGWN

��T9Þ using P1 and sends it to the SN.
5. nGWN authentication process.
The SN decrypts EP1 ðTIK

��Niþ2
nGWN

��T9Þ using P1, and then checks the
receivedmessage freshness by calculating T10� T9⩽ΔT. Finally, it checks
the received value, TIK, against the stored value; if both TIK are equal,
then the new gateway is also authenticated. At this point, the mutual
authentication between the SN and the nGWN is accomplished. Fig. 4
shows the TAMI handover procedure.

3.5. Password change procedure

PWSN should be changed whenever an SN requests change a new
password. This procedure is explained in Fig. 5, in which# represents the
new value.

4. Security analysis

In this section, the security and privacy of the proposed method are
discussed based on common security theorems.

Table 2 summarizes the security solutions provided by the proposed
method.
Table 2
Security criteria provided by TAMI.

Security Criteria TAMI

Resistant to Denial-of-Service Attack ✓

Mutual Authentication ✓

Resistant to Replay Attack ✓

Sensor Anonymity ✓

Resistant to Entity Impersonation Attack ✓

Resistant to Password Guessing Attack ✓

Resistant to Forgery Attack ✓
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4.1. Mutual authentication

Mutual authentication is a key security consideration for authenti-
cating any entity, and it is applied in the proposed method. As an
important procedure, both the IoT node and GWN should be authenti-
cated to protect the IoT network against impersonation attacks. As
described in Fig. 3, the GWN checks the SN's authenticity first with the
help from the AAA, and then the SN checks the GWN's legitimacy. The
authentication procedure will be rejected if any entity cannot be
authenticated to the other during this mutual authentication mechanism.

4.2. Sensor anonymity

The anonymity of each IoT entity is preserved during authentication
to protect its privacy. The privacy of each node in an IoT environment is a
critical factor because an attacker can sniff signal communication,
determine the identity of a node, and also analyze all received informa-
tion related to that node. In the proposed method, we use alias IDs for
each SN and GWN to protect anonymity. Each alias ID composes of a
hashed ID, SN secret, x, and nonce, which makes any object's real ID
complicated because attackers must know the object's secret to determine
its real ID. Furthermore, each object ID is hashed using a one-way hash
function that makes its decoding almost impossible [25].

4.3. Node and gateway impersonation attack

In the proposedmethod, an attacker cannot impersonate either an IoT
node or a GWN because doing so requires their secrets and random
numbers. Even if attackers sniff the communication signal, the actual IDs
of an IoT node and GWN will be hashed using a one-way hash function.

4.4. Replay attack

In the proposed method, we add a nonce for each communication to
prevent replay attacks. If attackers sniff any communication message,
they cannot launch a replay attack, because the receiver checks the nonce
inside the message. The receiver stops further communication proced-
ures if the nonce is not fresh.

4.5. Forgery attack

The smart card inside the IoT node includes values P2, P4, P5, P6. If
attackers access this information, they will be unable to modify any of it.
For example, if attackers try to modify P2 ¼ h(RPWSN) � P1, they will
need the password and the random number of the SN to calculate RPWSN
and then h(RPWSN), which cannot be obtained. The same will happen if
an attacker tries to modify P4 ¼ h(IDSNkPWSN)� P1 because they will not
possess the SN password and ID.

4.6. Denial-of-service attack (DoS)

A DoS attack can be launched on a GWN if an attacker sends a large
number of authentication requests using a fake node. However, the
proposed method prevents this from occurring. An attacker should
generate MS1 : ðAIDSN

��P3
��EP1 ðhðP1

��Ni
SNÞ

��Ni
SNÞÞ to start a DoS attack

and send it to the GWN. At this point, the attacker can either sniff the
message, MS1, and replay it to the GWN, which will reject the request
after checking the nonce, or the attacker can generate message MS1,
which will fail without a IDSN and a password.

4.7. Password guessing attack

An attacker must know RPWSN ¼ h(PWSNkRSN) to calculate P2 ¼
h(RPWSN) � P1. Assuming the attacker can access a node smart card and
obtain P2, they will need to find P1 ¼ h(IDSNkx) to get RPWSN. However,
5

the attacker must also obtain the node's secret value and real ID, the latter
of which is not used during authentication.

5. Formal security analysis

In this section, the proposed method is analyzed using common
formal security analysis techniques. As commonmodal logic based on the
reviewed literature [26–31], BAN logic [32] is used in this study.

5.1. BAN logic

BAN logic comprises the main phases: idealization, assumption defi-
nition, and logic rule application.

The mutual authentication between the GWN and the SN is the main
goal of the proposed method. Therefore, the security objectives of the
proposed method based on BAN logic are as follows:

● Goalno:1 : GWN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ
● Goalno:2 : SN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ
● Goalno:3 : SN ∣� GWN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ
● Goalno:4 : GWN ∣� SN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ

The next step is to transform communication messages into idealized
versions. The communication messages during login phase are trans-
formed as follows:

● M 1.1: SN → GWN : ðSN ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN;hðIDSNkxÞ;Ni
SNÞhðIDSNkxÞ

● M 1.2: SN → GWN : ðSN ↔ SGAGWN; IDSN ;xÞKSGA

● M 2.1: GWN → AAA : ðGWN ↔ hðIDSNkxÞAAA; hðIDSNkxÞ; Ni
SN ; IDGWN ;

Ni
GWN ;T1ÞhðIDSNkxÞ

● M 2.2: AAA → GWN : ðGWN ↔ SGAAAA; IDSN ;xÞKSGA

● M 3.1: GWN → AAA : ðAAA ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN;AAA ↔ KTIK GWN; IDAAA;

x; ciNi
SN ; c

iNi
GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;T3;AIDSNÞhðIDSNkxÞ

● M3.2: AAA → GWN : ðGWN ↔ hðIDAAAkxÞAAA;Ni
SN ;c

iNi
GWNÞhðIDAAAkxÞ

● M 4.1: GWN → SN : ðGWN ↔ SKGWN�SN SN; GWN ↔ KTIK SN; IDAAA; x;
ciNi

SN ; c
iNi

GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;AIDSNÞSKGWN�SN

● M 4.2: GWN → SN : ðGWN ↔ hðIDAAAkxÞSN;Ni
SN ; c

iNi
GWNÞhðIDAAAkxÞ

● M 5.1: SN → GWN : ðGWN ↔ SKGWN�SN SN; GWN ↔ KTIK SN; ciNi
SN ;

ciNi
GWN ;T4;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;AIDSNÞSKGWN�SN

The assumptions of the proposed method's authentication phase are
as follows:

● A1: SN ∣� Nx
GWN

● A2: GWN ∣� Nx
SN

● A3: AAA ∣� Nx
SN

● A4: AAA ∣� Nx
GWN

● A5: SN ∣� Nx
AAA

● A6: GWN ∣� Nx
AAA

● A7: SN ∣� SN ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN
● A8: GWN ∣� SN ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN

● A9: SN ∣� AAA ⇒ ðSN ↔ cNð:Þ
GWNGWNÞ

● A10: GWN ∣� AAA ⇒ ðSN ↔ cNð:Þ
GWNGWNÞ

● A11: SN ∣� GWN ⇒ ðSN ↔ SKGWN�SNGWNÞ
● A11: GWN ∣� SN ⇒ ðSN ↔ SKGWN�SNGWNÞ

Based on idealized messages and the assumptions using BAN logic
rules, the proposed method can be analyzed and proven as follows:

1. Based on Message 1.1 and A8 (message-meaning rule):

S1: GWN ∣� SN ∣� ðSN ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN;hðIDSNkxÞ;Ni
SNÞ



Table 3
TAMI authentication scheme execution operations and phase times.

Phase Execution Operations Time

Initial Registration 2*Th þ 3*Txor þ 1*Trng 0.064075 S
Login 4*Th þ 10*Txor þ 3*Tcryp þ 1*Trng 0.09117 S
Handover 1*Th þ 2*Tcryp þ 1*Trng 0.08547 S
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2. Based on S1 and A2 (freshness-conjuncatenation):

S2: GWN ∣� SN ∣� ðSN ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN;hðIDSNkxÞ;Ni
SNÞ

3. Based on S2 and the break conjuncatenation rule:

S3: GWN ∣� SN ∣� ðSN ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWNÞ

4. Based on Message 3.1 and S3 (message-meaning rule):

S4: GWN ∣� AAA ∣� ðAAA ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN;AAA ↔ KTIK GWN; IDAAA;x;
ciNi

SN ; c
iNi

GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;T3;AIDSNÞ

5. Based on S4 and A6 (freshness-conjuncatenation):

S5: GWN ∣� AAA ∣� ðAAA ↔ hðIDSNkxÞGWN;AAA ↔ KTIK GWN; IDAAA;x;
ciNi

SN ; c
iNi

GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;T3;AIDSNÞ

6. Based on S5 and the break conjuncatenation rule:

S6: GWN ∣� AAA ∣� ðciNi
SNÞ

7. Based on S6, A10, and the jurisdiction rule:

S7: GWN ∣� ðciNi
SNÞ

8. Based on S7 and SKSN�GNW ¼ biðciNi
SNÞ ¼ biciaiG, we get:

S8: GWN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ ðGoal1Þ

9. Based on Message 4.2, we have:

S9: SN ∣� ðciNi
GWNÞ

10. Based on S7 and SKSN�GNW ¼ biðciNi
SNÞ ¼ biciaiG, we get:

S10: SN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ ðGoal2Þ

11. Based on Message 4.1 and S10 (message-meaning rule):

S11: SN ∣� GWN ∣� ðGWN ↔ SKGWN�SN SN; GWN ↔ KTIK SN; IDAAA; x;
ciNi

SN ; c
iNi

GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;T3;AIDSNÞ

12. Based on S11 and A1 (freshness-conjuncatenation):

S12: SN ∣� GWN ∣� ðGWN ↔ SKGWN�SN SN; GWN ↔ KTIK SN; IDAAA; x;
ciNi

SN ; c
iNi

GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;T3;AIDSNÞ

13. Based on S12 and the break conjuncatenation rule:

S13: SN ∣� GWN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ ðGoal3Þ

14. Based on Message 5.1 and S8 (message-meaning rule:

S14: GWN ∣� SN ∣� ðGWN ↔ SKGWN�SN SN; GWN ↔ KTIK SN; ciNi
SN ;

ciNi
GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;T4;AIDSNÞ

15. Based on S14 and A2 (freshness-conjuncatenation):

S15: GWN ∣� SN ∣� ðGWN ↔ SKGWN�SN SN; GWN ↔ KTIK SN; ciNi
SN ;

ciNi
GWN ;TIK;KTIK ;TEX ;T4;AIDSNÞ

16. Based on S15 and the break conjuncatenation rule:
6

S16: GWN ∣� SN ∣� ðSN ↔ SKSN�GWNGWNÞ ðGoal4Þ

6. Complexity analysis

The complexity of the proposed method is analyzed in this section.
When designing authentication mechanisms, the inherent processing
power and storage limitations of IoT nodes must be considered. Hence,
the proposed method requires fitting to the computation resources of IoT
nodes. The notations used in this complexity analysis are as follows:

� Th¼ Hash function execution time.
� Txor ¼ XOR operation time.
� Tcryp ¼ Encryption/decryption execution time.
� Trng ¼ Random number generation time.
According to related performance analysis [33], the execution time

for symmetric cryptography, random number generation, and the
one-way hash function are 0.0087, 0.06307, and 0.0005 s, respectively
[34]. The execution time of an XOR operation can be neglected because it
is insignificant compared with other operations in the authentication
procedure [34]. Table 3 shows the execution times for the initial regis-
tration and login phases of the proposed method.

7. Conclusions

The number of devices connected to the IoT is rapidly increasing,
making IoT security an indispensable part of this technology, which can
be improved by implementing an appropriate object authentication
mechanism. This study proposed a secure anonymous authentication
mechanism to achieve a level of security that fits the characteristics of the
IoT concept. The basic idea of the proposed method is using disposable
tickets during the mutual authentication of GWN and IoT nodes, pre-
venting impersonation attacks. Node privacy is also protected via alias
IDs. The security correctness of our method has been analyzed and
proven using BAN logic. Finally, the results of performance analysis
confirm the improvement as the proposed method uses less time-
consuming cryptographic operations such as XOR operation. The pro-
posed method provides guidance for further research on ticket-based
authentication method to protect IoT.
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